Tribute to the God of quantum theory
Silicon life can get quite dreary
A sea of ones and zeros in a binary ocean
Spawning plastic fungus with a digital motion
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Verse 1
D E- D E- D E-
Robots living in a robot city
All about the function not so pretty

D E- D E- D E-
Automation of a robot nation
Straight in to the brain a new sensation

Verse 2
Tribute to the God of quantum theory
Silicon life can get quite dreary
A sea of ones and zeros in a binary ocean
Spawning plastic fungus with a digital motion

Bit 1
G B- B-7
Oh

Bit 2
G B- B-7 D E- D E-
Oh

Cmaj7 C7
The lud-dites come, drinking red rum
Will never bend the knee

Cmaj7/B C7/Bb
They'll open up the robot brains
to see what the can see

A- E
a new way for you and me
All bow down to the softcopy messiah
May it's loeving embrace take you higher
We fear no more because it's watching over
We just kicking back with the bossa nova